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Abstract: The goal of this work is to design a Finite Element Method model enabling the simulation
of the impact of muscle activity onto current density distribution, which is established by far-current
electrode placement. Here assumed as an alteration in el. conductivity within specific muscle groups,
coupled to increasing perfusion during repetitive tasks, e.g. lifting of loads by the leg, supplied by the large
blood vessels. Demonstration of this concept of virtual contraction provides evidence that contraction or
relaxation results in a drive-out or drive-in of current density distribution, respectively. Besides, virtual
perfusion of the large blood vessels doesn’t alter current density distribution in a notable way.
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1 Introduction
Due to their superimposed nature measurements of bioimpedance Z(jω) are hard to disassemble regarding their contributive tissue part. Basically, all tissues beneath the applied electrode array contribute to the
measured signal. Nevertheless, because of their varying dielectric properties each establishes a differing
current density distribution J, which consequently determines the measured bioimpedance Z(jω).
Recently, Finite Element Method Models (FEM-Model) have proven a valuable tool, enabling a reduction of the impact from non-muscular tissues on measured bioimpedance. Mainly, due to variation of
the applied current injection setting for instance near- or far-current electrode placement, intra-electrode
distance, and careful selection of electrode material, see Bartels et al., 2015; Sanchez and Rutkove, 2017.
Previous work has mainly concentrated on sensitivity analysis related to various electrode alignments
placed above a muscle group of interest, as proposed by the publications of Moissl et al., 2004; Rutkove
et al., 2017. Beneath, the impact of variations in muscle extension, conductivity, thickness of subcutaneous fat and electrode placement onto bioimpedance Z(jω) were considered, see Baidya and Ahad,
2016; Jafarpoor et al., 2013.
However, currently the main focus of FEM-Models is the assessment of disease related variations
within muscular tissue and hence papers evaluating the connection of muscle contraction and variation
in current density distribution J and consequential bioimpedance Z(jω) are less common. This work
shall provide new insights by providing a basis to simulate variations in current density distribution J,
resulting from either contraction or relaxation of muscle (sub-)groups. Here under assumption of farcurrent electrode placement along the thigh. These are assumed as an alteration in el. conductivity κ,
resulting from morphological variations as thickening (contraction) or thinning (relaxation) of muscle
fibres, accompanied by varying perfusion activity supplied by the larger blood vessels nearby. Firstly, the
VHM1 and AM2 are introduced as the basis for human modelling. Afterwards, a FEM-Model representing
1 The

Visible Human Male (VHM) dataset establishes a three-dimensional atlas of the entire human body (∆x , ∆y , ∆z ) =
(0.32, 0.32, 1) mm in transverse, coronal and sagittal plane, derived from a single human male (38 years, height 1.80 m, weight
90.26 kg). It is covering various imaging modalities including, computed tomography (CT), Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
and frontal radiography, collected in various orientations and spacings δ, as described in the book of V. M. Spitzer and Whitlock,
1998. It is available to the public under no-cost licence, see National Library of Medicines, 1995.
2 The AustinMan (AM) is an electromagnetic Voxel model published under open-source license. It was developed by consequential
alignment of slices, thresholding in CIE-colour space for segmentation and labelling of tissue regions within cross-sectional
colour photographs. Completed by coarsening (reduction of resolution) and extrusion (fill gaps by cubic Voxels) in z-direction.
The latest version v2.7 provides a resolution of up to (∆x , ∆y , ∆z ) = (1, 1, 1) mm, considering 65 material types, see J. W.
Massey and Yilmaz, 2016.
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the human thigh is composed and relevant results of the simulated current density distribution J are
presented. Finally, the models limitations are depicted, also providing some ideas for further research.

2 Methods
For further modelling consider a volunteer sitting upright in a chair, performing a guided either upwards
or downwards direct movement of the lower leg, see Figure 1a. Such a lifting is accomplished by a
clever combination of contraction and relaxation of different muscle (sub)-groups establishing a rope pull
system. Under the condition of proper fixation it is valid to assume that internal and external rotation
become negligible. Hence, the movement only depends on muscle groups related to stretching (M. vastus
lateralism, M. vastus intermedius, M. vastus medialis, M. rectus femoris) and bending (M. biceps femoris,
M. semimembranosus, M. semitendinosus, M. sartorius, M. gracilis), see Kirsch et al., 2017, tab 10.2.
Each of these muscles establish a demarcated volume with specific electrical properties measurable by
an 4-point electrode placement located along the muscle group on interest. For instance the m. quadriceps
femoris with current injection through the feet and voltage measurement along the thigh in spacing δ, here
in relation to the thighs middle point, see Figure 1b.
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Figure 1: Lifting movement of a volunteer within mechanical test-bench and electrode placement along thigh.

Generally, bioimpedance Z(jω) is defined as quotient of voltage u(jω) and current i(jω) and is influenced by alterations in muscle morphology, physiologic and metabolic processes, see Bartels et al.,
2015; Sanchez and Rutkove, 2017. Depending on the geometric properties area A and distance d, material properties as el. conductivity κ, free space el. permittivity ε0 and relative el. permittivity εr 0 , plus
circular frequency ω it is expressible as described by Grimnes and Martinsen, 2015, therein eq (3.13)
Y (jω) =


1
i(jω)
A
=
= · κ + j · ω · εr 0 · ε0 .
Z(jω)
u(jω)
d

(1)

Hence, rendering FEM-Models a feasible tool to assess these variations. Here a geometrical CADstructure representing the human thigh was designed, based on the AM developed by J. W. Massey and
Yilmaz, 2016, which was designed on basis of NLMs VHM introduced by V. Spitzer et al., 1996.
2.1 A FEM-Model of the human thigh
After visual inspection the selected region of the AM was constrained to the volume 0 ≤ x ≤ 374,
338 ≤ y ≤ 569 and 851 ≤ z ≤ 1349, corresponding to the VHM slices a_vm1909 till a_vm2269
applied as control mechanism. In whole this section covers the thigh-region with some additional overlap
in direction of pelvis and patella. Currently, 18 tissue types have been determined within this region, see
J. W. Massey and Yilmaz, 2016, list of materials, making it reasonable to omit specific structures. It was
decided to omit parts related to the genital-, Lymph-system and for simplicity connective tissue and joint
structures were neglected.3 Representative cross-sectional images of the selected region are available at
National Library of Medicines, 1995, download server.
The remaining tissue types, bone cortical, bone marrow, blood vessels, fat, muscles, nerves, skin, have
been selected as starting points for further modelling. Besides, some muscle (sub-)groups have been defined: Gluteus Maximus at the thighs upper part; the quadriceps femoris divided in m. rectus femoris and
fme = 50kHz muscular tissue and tendon posses similar el. conductivity values κκte = 1.102. Thus, leading us to the idea
mu
to substitute connective tissue for muscle tissue. Nevertheless, omitting phase transitions embezzle Maxwell-Wagner effect,
may polarize the layer between muscle and connective tissue. The same holds for the IT-band located at at leg’s distal side.

3 At

3
a combined part representing m. medialis, m. intermedius, m. lateralis; plus the m. sartorius entwining
through the selected measuring plane. All other muscles have been combined to one element, here referred to as the dorsal part representing muscles located at the backside of the thigh. Present supporting
structures are the femur consisting of inner marrow and a surrounding cortical shell, subcutaneous fat and
an outer skin layer assumed in dry condition.
Here we applied a manual construction approach to obtain the desired tissue structures, by drawing
an envelope around each tissue represented by the boundaries of AMs Voxels. Such was done by 2D
spline-interpolation, aiming at a manually determined best-fit curve-approximation, enclosing all relevant
voxels of a specific tissue with a reasonable smoothness of curvature. Afterwards, lofting of curves
was performed using CST-studio suite (Dassault Systemes, Vélizy-Villacoublay, France, version 2019),
assuming a symmetrical extension from direction of the knee to pelvis as proposed by J. Massey, 2011.
The spacing between envelope curves was determined as δ = 1 cm, whereby the lowest slide is located
directly above the upper edge of the patella and the opposite side immediately below the pelvis.
In summary, establishing a layered structure starting by the femur, wrapped by muscle- and fat-layer
and finally skin-layer. For illustration consider Figure 2a providing a cut through the legs frontal plane,
distribution of muscle tissue and blood-vessels. Besides, some representative slices within the transversal
plane are provided at the location of the Quadratus Femoris (a_vm1949, Figure 2b), Abduktor Brevis
(a_vm1989, Figure 2c), Abduktor Longus (a_vm2039, Figure 2d), M Gracilis (a_vm2179, Figure 2e) and
Tibia (a_vm2269, Figure 2f). Note the markers highlighting various muscles (sub-)groups.

(a) Frontal view, highlighting specific tissue within the observed volume.

(b) Quadratus Femoris

(c) Abduktor Brevis
(d) Abduktor Longus
(e) M Gracilis
(f) Tibia
m. gluteus maximus ( ), m. rectus femoris ( ), combined part of m. vastus lateralis, intermedius and medialis ( )
m. sartorius ( ) combined dorsal m. part ( ) femur ( ) blood-vessels ( ) nerves ( )
Figure 2: Developed FEM-Model. Note that especially muscle and fat tissue is pervaded by nerves and blood vessels.

2.2 Selection of tissue properties
A comforting way to acquire dielectric tissue properties is the client-server approach designed by Andreuccetti et al., valid within a frequency range of 10 Hz ≤ fme ≤ 100 GHz, see Andreuccetti et al.,
1997. Here applied to obtain the dielectric tissue properties for fme = 50 kHz, which is currently considered as important indicator of muscle assessment, see Rutkove, 2009. For simplicity all tissues have been
assumed as homogeneous throughout the model, thus omitting anisotropic properties and the background
material was assumed as air. For list of the applied material properties see Table 1.
2.3 Simulation of measuring setup
Simulation of the four electrode approach requires at least two current injecting and two voltage measuring electrodes. Here applied in far-current electrode placement, locating the current injecting electrode
pair relatively far from another. According to Bartels et al., 2015 and Rutkove, 2009 such is resulting
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Tissue name
Air
Blood
Bone Cortical
Bone Marrow
Fat
Muscle
Nerve
Skin Dry
Skin Wet
Tendon

κ [S/m]
−0

0.000 · 10
7.008 · 10−1
2.0642 · 10−2
3.1269 · 10−3
2.4246 · 10−2
3.5182 · 10−1
6.9315 · 10−2
2.7309 · 10−4
2.9369 · 10−2
3.8779 · 10−1

εr 0 [F/m]

κti /κmu [%]

1.00
5, 197.70
264.19
180.52
172.42
10, 094.00
9, 587.50
1, 126.80
21, 876.00
814.98

N/A
1.992
0.059
0.009
0.069
1.000
0.197
0.001
0.083
1.102

Table 1: Numerical values of all relevant tissues for a single frequency f = 50 kHz, from Andreuccetti et al., 1997.

in a homogeneous current density distribution J with muscular tissue. Therefore, forming a Dirichlet
boundary condition (vanishing tangential component) J t = 0 at all combinations of edges except for
the location of low current electrode (IL), located at the thighs upper boundary establishing a normal
component J n 6= 0.
ti
Since the conductivity of tissue and subcutaneous fat is much smaller than muscle tissue κκmu
= 0.069,
the resulting current density distribution J will mainly concentrate within muscle tissue, thus behaving
as core material. Hence, according to Dassault Systèmes, ©1998-2019-b a restriction of the surrounding
space is no considerable disturbance and therefore a small spatial extension of the background material
is feasible.
Injection of a DC current I = 1 mA was performed by a perfectly conducting electrode κ → ∞
covering the models lower edge. Even though the current is selected as DC the model still reflects the
behaviour of a specific measurement frequency fme , if the material properties are determined accordingly,
for instance as selected here fme = 50 kHz, see Table 1. To enable more flexible voltage measurement,
high (UH) and low voltage (UL) electrodes have been placed in tree settings, all relating to the thigh’s
middle point. All in equidistant spacings of δ ∈ [4, 6, 8] cm along its upper side.4 For illustration of the
simulated measurement setup see Figure 3.
UH

IH

UL

IL

Istat

Figure 3: Placement of current and corresponding voltage electrode array with spacing of δ ∈ [4, 6, 8] cm.

For meshing of the computational domain we applied CST’s fully-automated, energy-based, adaptive
meshing strategy Dassault Systèmes, ©1998-2019-a. Here operating in tetrahedral meshing enabling
an explicit resolving of interfaces between tissue layers. In summary, generating a mesh of 199, 285
tetrahedrons with an average quality of 0.693537. As the applied solver we selected CST’s stationary
current solver, see Dassault Systèmes, ©1998-2019-b.

3 Results
The simulation results suggest that the resulting current density distribution J mainly develops within
the high conductive muscle tissue (Figure 4b), rather than low conductive skin–fat layer or the bone

4 According

to Dassault Systèmes, ©1998-2019-b sharp electrode edges inhold the tendency to produce field singularities and
therefore all voltage electrodes have been designed with rounded corners.
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(see Figure 4a). Such proves the former assumption of Rutkove, 2009. Note that the tip of the Gluteus
Maximus is less traversed than surrounding muscle parts, since it is encoded by the fat layer.

(a) Current density within fat tissue

(b) Current density within muscle tissue

Figure 4: Contour-plot of the stationary current density distribution J developed within (non-)muscle tissue at rest,
undergoing virtual contraction of m. quadriceps femoris and virtual perfusion of large blood-vessels.
Established from a homogeneous source of Istat = 1 mA and dielectric properties measured at 50 kHz.

3.1 Simulation of virtual muscle contraction
During this project CST’s parameter sweeping was applied to perform virtual muscle contraction, described as variation of el. conductivity κ within specific muscle groups. Here the quadriceps femoris was
observed during a lifting movement, expressed by an arbitrary alteration of conductivity. Contraction was
simulated by a decrease κmu,co = 0.5 · κ and relaxation by an increase κmu,re = 1.5 · κ, both based on
the idea that contracted muscles posses a denser structure and thus a lower conductivity and consequential
bioimpedance Z(jω). In relation to the concept of virtual work we refer to this concept as virtual muscle
contraction.
Application of VMC to the m. quadriceps femoris reveals that, compared to resting state (Figure 4b) an
contraction results in a drive out (Figure 5a) and contrary a relaxation an attraction (Figure 5b) of current
density distribution J within the region of quadriceps femoris.
To get an perception on how the measured bioimpedance Z(jω) is influenced by alterations of conductivity, we performed alterations of [25, 50, 100, 125, 150] % of the muscle conductivity κmu in Table 1.
Such was done for each group in Figure 2 individually, whereby an relaxation was assumed as an increase
and contrary contraction as a decrease in value, which was highlighted by a grey arrow in Figure 5.
In case of the large muscle (sub-)groups an increase in κmu (relaxation) resulted in a decease of simulated u(jω), for all electrode settings S1, S2 and S3. Nevertheless, the same effect was not significant
within alteration in smaller muscle groups. For illustration of results see Figure 5c. Besides, it was observable that within the large muscle (sub-)groups a relaxation of an agonist is attracting the current-density
of its antagonist and vice versa. Again, there was no significant influence in case of the small muscle
groups, see Figure 5d.
3.2 Simulation of perfusion within large blood vessels
The second phenomena addressed here is perfusion of muscle tissue. At rest the averaged blood flow
ml
through skeletal muscle is 3 . . . 4 min
per 100 g, in well-conditioned athletes reaching an increasing factor
of up to 15 . . . 25 folds resting condition, see Silva et al., 2014.
Silva et. al. proposed that such should lead to an increase in Z(jω), mainly resulting from widening of
prior small capillaries and thus a local increase in blood volume. Since the conductivity of blood is the
double of muscle tissue κmu ≈ κ2bl , such potentially results in a significant variation of el. conductivity.
However, our simulations suggest that the influence of large blood vessels on the developed current
density distribution J is less dominant than virtual muscle contraction, possibly due to the comparably
small diameters of blood vessels. Consequential, even a virtual perfusion of κpe,H = 2 · κbl (Figure 6b)
only results in a small variation of current density distribution J nearly unseen in the contour plot for
κpe,L = 1 · κbl (Figure 6a). The same holds for consideration of the impact on u(jω) and i(jω), see
Figure 6c and Figure 6d, respectively. Hence, effects on current density distribution J due to increased
perfusion should be originating mainly from the small vessels pulling the muscle, which is congruent with
the assumption of Silva et al., 2014.
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(a) Virtual relaxation: κmu,re = 0.5 · κmu
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(b) Virtual contraction: κmu,co = 1.5 · κmu
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(c) Evaluation of voltage measurement as surface-integral of potential.
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(d) Evaluation of current flow as surface-integral of current density located the thighs top.
Figure 5: Contour-plot of the stationary current density distribution J developed within (non-)muscle tissue at rest,
undergoing virtual contraction of m. quadriceps femoris and virtual perfusion of large blood-vessels.
Established from a homogeneous source of Istat = 1 mA and dielectric properties measured at 50 kHz.
Marked in gray is the line of the muscle (sub-)group with varying conductivity.
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(a) Virtual perfusion: κpe,L = 1 · κbl

(b) Virtual perfusion: κpe,H = 2 · κbl
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(c) Evaluation of voltage measurement as surface-integral of potential.
VMC: dorsal m. part
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(d) Evaluation of current flow as surface-integral of current density located the thighs top.
Figure 6: Contour-plot of the stationary current density distribution J developed within (non-)muscle tissue at rest,
undergoing virtual contraction of m. quadriceps femoris and virtual perfusion of large blood-vessels.
Established from a homogeneous source of Istat = 1 mA and dielectric properties measured at 50 kHz.

4 Discussion
Here we prosed how anatomical and electrical tissue properties can be combined by a FEM-Model, enabling simulation of virtual muscle contraction and perfusion as alteration in underlying el. conductivity
κ. Thus, potentially providing space to determine the influence of different muscle groups on current
density distribution J and hence measured bioimpedance Z(jω).
4.1 Limitations of the proposed model
Due to complexity and temporal issues the model presented here is only a starting point for further research. At its current state it is only partially correct in concerns of anatomy and measurement setup:
1. One has to consider that each muscle possesses distinct dielectric properties, mainly due to differences in fibre composition and alignment. For instance Andreuccetti et al., 1997 database is
referring to the work of Gabriel et al., 1996, who acquired dielectric muscle properties from the
paravertebral muscle along and against the main fibre direction. Afterwards, averaging both results, hence omitting the anisotropic properties of muscle tissue. Also, muscles and blood-vessels
are wrapped by a thin fascia neglected here, thus omitting Maxwell-Wagner effects within such
boundary layers.
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2. Besides, Silva et al., 2014 pointed out that most available data was measured in vitro and hence is
incapable to consider factors only existing in living tissues. For instance perfusion due to the cardiovascular system, filtering by the lymphatic system, various metabolic processes or ion movements
for instance during nerve conduction. All of these possibly alter current density distribution J.
κf a
κf a
3. Here we substituted the patella tendon κmu
= 1.102 by subcutaneous fat κmu
= 0.069. Such may
form an acceptable approximate of the most dense state of patella tendon, as state of lifting heavy
weight. Nevertheless, our assumption possibly results in alteration of a realistic current density
distribution J near the knee joint.
4.2 Proposal for further research
Besides its flaws the proposed model offers insights to a new research area possibly providing promising
insights into the relation of muscle contraction and alteration in current density distribution J and thus
consequential bioimpedance Z(jω). Following points should be addressed during further research:
1. Here solely variations within the el. conductivity κ due to virtual contraction have been considered.
Other groups should continue with modelling of variations in el. conductivity κ governed by the
electromotive chain and geometry by variation of for instance muscles cross-sectional A and muscle
length d of the alignment.
2. The radius of poorly conductive tendons and movements of tissue layers or electrode sides have
been completely omitted. The latter should only possess a small impact on current density distribution J within muscle tissue, at least in far-current electrode placement. Nevertheless, such possibly
alters bioimpedance Z(jω), which should be quantified during further research.
3. Long term measurements result in a drying of gel electrodes, highly affecting the measured EIM
signal. Such could be added to the simulation by introduction of an electrode-skin layer considering
interelectrode capacitances and contact impedance.

5 Conclusions
In conclusion, we proposed an FEM-Model enabling simulation of current density distribution J within
thigh muscles during virtual contraction and perfusion of large blood-vessels. These were assumed as
alteration in el. conductivity κ, suggesting either a drive-out (contraction) or drive-in (relaxation) of
current density distribution J in case of muscle tissue and only a small effect for the large-blood vessels.
We expect that such simulation enable quantification of the impact of motion pattern5 on measured current
density distribution J and consequential bioimpedance Z(jω).
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Definition of symbols
el. conductivity in [ mS ]

A

area in [m2 ]

κ

d

distance between two points in [m]

u(jω) voltage in [V]

δ

spacing between two points in [m]

∆

FEM Resolution [m]

ε0

free space el. permittivity in [ mF ]

εr

relative el. permittivity in [ mF ]

ω

circular frequency ω = 2πf in [Hz]

x

coordinate of x-axis

y

coordinate of x-axis

fme measurement frequency in [Hz]

Y (jω) admittance in [Ω]

i(jω) current in [A]

z

J

current density distribution in

5 Meaning

[ mA2 ]

coordinate of z-axis

Z(jω) bioimpedance in [Ω]

a specific combination of contraction and relaxation of muscle (sub-)groups establishing a consequential motion.
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